Woodstock Festival Poland 2017: The Rules & Regulations of the Festival Site*
3-5. 08. 2017 Kostrzyn nad Odrą, Poland

1. Woodstock Festival Poland is a free admission public event, organized in an area open to
the public.
2. Due to heightened security measures each participant of the mass events organised as part
of the Festival will be subject to body and luggage searches.
3. Failure to submit oneself to body and luggage searches will result in not being admitted to
the mass events organised as part of the Festival.
4. Tents may only be put up in areas selected by the organizer.
5. At the festival grounds, it is forbidden to:
a)Bring in and sell any kind of drugs;
b) Bring in and sell designer drugs;
c) Behave aggressively or use violence;
d) Bring in and sell any kind of alcohol.
6. It is forbidden to drink alcohol at the Woodstock Festival Poland site, especially in the
zones marked as alcohol-free (Polish: Strefa wolna od %).
7.

Beer is sold and can be drunk only in designated areas of the festival.

8.

It is forbidden to bring any glass containers or items which could pose a threat to
somebody’s life or health to the festival grounds. Please bear in mind that this rule has been
developed to improve the safety of the festival grounds!

9. It is forbidden to use open fire (e.g. bonfires, gas cylinders) and to use or keep
pyrotechnic materials on the festival grounds and on the camp sites. Due to fire hazard, it
is also forbidden to smoke in forested areas of the festival grounds.
10. It is forbidden to hold exhibitions, artistic happenings and presentations which may
encroach upon personal freedom. Prior written consent of the organizer is required for
any activity of this kind.

11. It is forbidden to perform any promotional, marketing and public relations activities on the
festival grounds and on the camp sites without consent of the organizer.
12. The festival and mass events taking place at the festival will be filmed. By the sole fact of
remaining in the festival grounds or participating in the mass events, you agree that your
likeness may be used for the purpose of creating TV footage, as well as other types of
footage which may be used and shared, both commercially and non-commercially, on all
kinds of material data carriers (digital copies, optical discs, etc.) and non-material carriers
(data transfer).
13. It is forbidden to record (to make audio, video or audio-visual recordings) and photograph
(using digital or analogue photography) the concerts, Academy of the Finest Arts meetings
and theatre plays for the purpose of any kind of public dissemination with the use of any
technique and any medium, including especially the Internet and websites such as
www.youtube.com, www.facebook.com, www.twitter.com and other websites and
Internet applications without prior written consent of the Organizer of mass events/the
festival.
14. It is forbidden to enter the stage or climb any other technical constructions in the festival
grounds.
15. During the festival, it is forbidden to drive any kinds of mechanical vehicles on the festival
grounds.
16. It is forbidden to park mechanical vehicles on evacuation routes, fire department access
routes, any transport routes and camp sites in the festival grounds. Non-compliance with
this rule shall lead to the vehicle being towed away by the organizer.
17. Vehicles can be parked in the designated areas of the festival grounds.
18. Destroying property located at the festival area shall be punished in keeping with general
applicable laws.
19. It is strictly forbidden to operate remote-controlled unmanned aerial vehicles and drones
in the festival grounds.

20. A person who violates any point listed in this Rules and Regulations shall be immediately
expelled from the festival grounds.

Furthermore, the Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity requests that all participants keep their
surroundings clean, and that they clean up their camping place before leaving the festival.

*The above Rules and Regulations will be announced publicly on information boards in the
festival grounds, as well as in festival-related print publications and on the official website of the
Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity. By the sole fact of remaining in the festival grounds, you
confirm your acceptance of the present Rules and Regulations.

